
Time: 16-18 June 2015

Venue: Area B, China Import & Export Fair Complex Guangzhou

Scale: 55,000 Square Meters, 850 Brand Exhibitors, 100,000 Visitors

Hosts: Guangdong Logistics Industry Association

China National Construction Machinery Quality Supervision Testing Center

China Forklift Aftermarket Association

Hong kong Best International Exhibition (Group) Company

Organizers: Guangzhou Best Exhibition Co., Ltd.

Co-organizers: Guangzhou Economic & Trade Conference
Guangdong Logistics Profession Association Logistics Equipment Professional

Committee

Overseas Organizations: THETW Co., Ltd.

Taiwan Automation Intelligence and Robotics Association

NPO法人日中経済発展センター

HC Trading, LLC

China International Intelligence Logistics Exhibition 2015 (Guangzhou)

http://dict.cn/scale


★ LET China 2014

◇ 531 brand exhibitors participate logistics equipment exhibition
“The 5th Guangzhou International Logistics Equipment and Informationization Exhibition” was
successfully held on June 18-20, 2014, located in Area A, China Import & Export Fair Complex,
Guangzhou. Exposition used "building the silk road and sharing the logistics opportunities together"
as the theme. The exhibition have attracted many exhibitors, such as SSI Schaefer, SYSTEM S.p.A,
Linde, KION Bao Li, Tailift and ManKa, Benz, Gen-song, Yonegy, Guangzhou Hengyi, ShenZhen
OKAGV, SINOROBOT, GZTOKING, LSEAM etc.
531 exhibitors took and showed the highly sophisticated logistic products having a super logistic equi
pment grand ceremony which comes from 17 different countries or regions, such as China, Brazil,
Korea, Germany, America, Thailand, Japan etc. Our exhibition was full extension to "UAV transport",
"AGV and industrial robot”, “Automated stereoscopic warehouse”, "Intelligent transportation", "car
networking" and many others intelligent logistics field . Building a global trade exhibition platform
for the intelligent logistics equipment and information products, and helping China to change the
transformation and upgrading from “made in China” to “Intelligent manufacture in China”
successfully.

◇328 Media



★ China's logistics industry event in LET China 2015 can not be missed
 Authority Advantages: LET has been developed into the biggest exhibition & trade platform of

profession logistics equipment with 5 years developments.
 Operation Advantages: “Intelligent manufacture” mainly in Pearl River Delta, it faces

transitional completely and upgrade, production logistics, automation logistics and supply chains
logistics are transformed imperatively, and it offers great development opportunity to exhibitors
involved in logistics equipment and logistics technology.

 Popularity Advantages: There will be more than 100 thousand professional audiences attend the
exhibition and discuss the business in 2015.

 International Advantages: We predicts that there are more than 30 thousand international
exhibitors who comes from 32 countries and regions will come to Guangzhou. And the exhibitors
can gain the purchase opportunities from global with quite low marketing investment.

 Spread Advantages: Competing with international brand exhibitors on the same stage, and
making propaganda of the brand and products in one-stop, enhance the brand awareness rapidly.

 Benefit Advantages: More than 40 industries’ top forum, helping you to analyze the marketing
professional and to do the efficient marketing pertinence.

 Service Advantages: The organizers have to issued more than 50000 “Logistics Equipment Newspaper” every
term accurately for your marketing development and brand packaging, implement of a comprehensive
integrated marketing spreading.

Ⅳ. Booth Fee

Overseas

exhibitor

Remark

Standard Booth
（3m×3m）

USD
3,000/each

Allocation: a coaming, a fascia board of language in English and
chinese, two desks with a chair, a lighting device, a carpet and a
220V power socket.

Luxury Standard Booth

(Minimum 9 ㎡)
USD

3,500/each

Allocation: two fascia board lamp, two fluorescent lamp boxes, two

desks with a chair, a power socket and a carpet.
Raw Space Indoor

(Minimum 36 ㎡) USD 300/㎡

Exhibitors should undertake the charge of booth building and

decoration and other relatives themselves.

Ⅴ. Contact
Guangzhou Best Exhibition Co., Ltd.

Address: Room 501-505, Qisheng Exhibition Industry Park, No.2433 Xingang East Road, Guangzhou,
Guangdong Province, China (510300)
Tel: 0086-20-89617099/89617106 Fax: 0086-20- 89617161
E-mail:evelyn84t@126.com Website: www.chinalet.cn
Contact Person: Evelyn Mob: 0086-13828462118

http://www.chinalet.cn

